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Our owners and staff here at Tetra Computers believe that giving access to a source of clean
legal drugs is better than the alternative methods. Ilowever. it is in our opinion that the last
thing this particular area of Douglas Street needs is drugs.

We accept and encourage legally vetted, well-kept and commercially restricted against
underage marketing.



Inverglass Holdings Ltd.
P.O. Box 541, 6736 West Coast Rd.

Sooke, B.C. V9Z 1H5

By HandAugust 9, 2019
City of Victoria,
1Centennial Square
Victoria,B.C. V8W 1P6

Attn: Legislative Services Dept

Re: Application by UEM Cannabis to operate at 2020 Douglas St., Victoria, B.C.

We are writing in response to your recent letter seeking input in connection with the above
noted.
Our company owns the commercial property located at 2000-2016 Douglas St. as well as the
adjacent property located at 660-664 Discovery St. in all comprising seven commercial
tenants, all located directly within the by law restriction zone for the applicant's type of
business.

While we are not necessarily against the concept of a street access cannabis vendor per se, we
are strongly opposed to a business of this nature being situated in this particular location.

For example, located directly next door to the south of the applicant is an upstanding, long
time family run Victoria business that sells educational and school supplies. Their typical
customer base includes teachers, grades K -12, daycare persons, parents of schoolchildren and
schoolchildren themselves either accompanied by parents or shopping with their peers.

Locating a cannabis outlet directly next to a business of this nature is totally inappropriate for
all the obvious and well documented reasons.

Unfortunately we will not be able to attend the rezoning meeting but are sending this letter
as our representation in connection with this matter in our stead.

truly,

V ' \
David Holmes, President




